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Abstract

Belatacept is used to prevent allograft rejection, but fails to do so in a sizable minority of patients due to inadequate control of costimulation-resistant T cells. We have reported control of costimulation-resistant rejection when belatacept is combined with perioperative alemtuzumab-mediated lymphocyte depletion and rapamycin (ABR). To assess the means by which the ABR regimen controls belatacept-resistant rejection, we studied 20 ABR-treated patients, characterizing peripheral lymphocyte phenotype and functional responses to donor, third-party, and viral antigens using flow cytometry, intracellular cytokine staining, and CFSE-based lymphocyte proliferation. Compared to conventional immunosuppression in 10 patients, lymphocyte depletion evoked substantial homeostatic lymphocyte activation balanced by regulatory T and B cell phenotypes. The reconstituted T cell repertoire was enriched for CD28+ naïve cells, notably diminished in belatacept-resistant CD28− memory subsets, depleted of polyfunctional donor-specific T cells, but able to respond to third-party and latent herpes viruses. B cell responses were similarly favorable, without alloantibody development, and a reduction in memory subsets—changes not seen in conventionally treated patients. ABR regimen uniquely alters the immune profile, producing a repertoire enriched for CD28+ T cells, hyporesponsive to donor-alloantigen, and competent in its protective immune capabilities. The resulting repertoire is permissive for control of rejection with belatacept monotherapy.

TRIAL REGISTRATION—ClinicalTrials.gov - NCT00565773

Introduction

Conventional immunosuppression for kidney transplantation is based on regimens using calcineurin inhibitors (CNIs) (1-2). These regimens nonspecifically inhibit T cell activation, effectively preventing acute T cell-mediated allograft rejection at the expense of impaired T cell mediated immunity to viral infections. CNIs also have direct nephrotoxicity. As such, efforts have been made to replace CNIs with agents that more selectively control alloimmunity and avoid off-target side effects.
Belatacept, a B7-specific fusion protein, has been approved as a CNI replacement for kidney transplantation. Belatacept directly blocks the interaction between B7-expressing antigen presenting cells and CD28-expressing naïve T cells without significant off-target side effects (3-5). However, recent clinical studies have observed that patients treated with non-depletional induction followed by a belatacept-based regimen without CNIs experienced substantially higher acute rejection rates than CNI-based standard maintenance regimen (5-6). The underlying mechanisms of this B7 blockade-resistant allograft rejection have been attributed to the activation of allo-specific effector memory T cells (TEM) lacking CD28 expression (7-10).

Lymphocyte depletion using the humanized CD52-specific monoclonal antibody alemtuzumab effectively reduces the risk early acute rejection in kidney transplantation (11-13). Rapamycin, a mechanistic target of rapamycin inhibitor, has been shown experimentally to prolong allograft survival in combination with B7 costimulation blockade when used with or without pre-transplant donor hematopoietic cell infusion (14-17). Recently, we performed a pilot clinical trial (18) investigating the use of a regimen combining alemtuzumab induction with belatacept/rapamycin maintenance therapy (the ABR regimen) without CNIs and steroids. We demonstrated that this novel regimen effectively prevents costimulation blockade–resistant acute allograft rejection. Indeed, many patients selected for their low immunological risk were successfully weaned from rapamycin to belatacept monotherapy without rejection. Additionally, patients in this cohort showed a lack of belatacept-resistant T cell-mediated rejection. These peripheral T cells consist of naïve, central memory, effector memory, and terminally differentiated effector memory subsets. Allo-specific T cells are typically characterized as memory cells based on the lack of surface expression of CD197 and CD45RA (10), and these cells are resistant to B-7 costimulation blockade as they typically lack the CD28 surface protein.

Herein, we report a series of studies designed to elucidate the underlying mechanisms contributing to these favorable clinical outcomes of the ABR regimen. Our studies examine the dynamics, phenotypes, activation, proliferation and antigen specificity of reconstituting T and B lymphocytes seen under the ABR regimen. We demonstrate that the favorable clinical performance of this regimen is associated with reconstitution of a repertoire that is hyporesponsive to donor antigen, competent to third party and viral antigen, and enriched for cells expressing CD28, the downstream target of belatacept-mediated blockade. These data provide a first look at the mechanisms defining the efficacy of this regimen and provide further insight for the use of belatacept in renal transplantation.

Methods

Patients, Protocol Therapy, and Follow-up

This pilot study included 20 patients (median 45 years, range 20–69; 12 male:8 female, 16C: 4AA, all EBV seropositive) enrolled under an IRB-approved, Food and Drug Administration sponsored clinical trial following informed consent. Patients received a renal allograft from either living related or unrelated donors. Immunosuppression consisted of alemtuzumab induction (30 mg, intravenously prior to transplantation) followed by maintenance therapy with intravenous infusion of belatacept and oral sirolimus as previously reported (18).
patients were included in the analysis regardless of randomization to donor specific transfusion or rapamycin weaning status. Patients were monitored weekly for the first month, monthly until 6 months, and then every 6 months until 36 months post-transplantation. Fresh blood from patients was collected in BD Vacutainers containing EDTA (BD Biosciences) before and after transplantation, and during each visit for flow cytometric analyses. An additional 10 patients served as the comparator group and were treated with basiliximab induction and a maintenance immunosuppressive regimen consisting of tacrolimus (trough levels 5–10 ng/mL), MMF (500 mg, twice daily), and steroids. These patients were selected for similar freedom from rejection, clinical stability and were also enrolled under an IRB-approved immune monitoring protocol following informed consent.

Reagents and Monoclonal Antibodies

The fluorochrome labeled monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) anti-CD2-FITC, anti-CD3-Alexa 700, anti-CD3-PerCP, anti-CD4-V450, anti-CD4-PE, anti-CD8-APC Fluor 780, anti-CD8- PacBlue, anti-CD16-FITC, anti-CD20 PEcy7, anti-CD19-V450, anti-CD20-APCCy7, anti-CD25-PEcy7, anti-CD28-PE, anti-CD28-FITC, anti-CD38-PE, anti-CD39-FITC, anti-CD45-PerCP, anti-CD56-APC, anti-CD57-FITC, anti-CD197-PECy7, anti-HLA-DR, anti-IgM, anti-IgD, anti-Ki67-FITC, anti-Bcl-2-PE, anti-TNF-α-PE, anti-TNF-α-APC, IFN-γ-PepCy5.5, and IL-2-PECy7 were purchased from BD Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ). Anti-CD45RA-QDOT655 and anti-CD69-FITC mAb were obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Anti-CD8-Alexa780, anti-CD27-Alexa Fluor 700, and anti-CD38-eFluor 650NC were obtained from E-bioscience (San Diego, CA). Anti-CD24-PEcy7 and anti-CD279-PE (PD-1) were purchased from Biolegend (San Diego, CA).

Human EBV protein and CMV peptide pool of pp65 sequence consisting of 138 peptides (15 mers with 11 amino acid overlaps) was purchased from JPT Peptide Technologies (Berlin, Germany).

All patients were DSA-free with a calculated panel reactive antibody (PRA) ≤20% at enrollment. Patient samples were assessed for donor-specific alloantibody post-transplantation as described previously (18).

Absolute Lymphocyte Subset Analysis

Absolute lymphocyte subsets were determined by BD Trucount analysis according to manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 50 μl of blood was added into BD Trucount tube, and incubated with mAb specific to CD3, CD4, CD8, CD16, CD20, CD45, and CD56 at room temperature for 15 minutes followed by incubation with 1 ml of High-Yield Lysing Solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) at 37°C for 10 minutes. Cells were analyzed using LSR II polychromatic flow cytometry (BD Biosciences), and the data analysis was performed using FlowJo software (Tree Star, San Carlos, CA).

Cells and Flow Cytometry

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from fresh blood collected before and after transplantation by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (BD Biosciences). PBMCs were re-suspended in FACS buffer (PBS containing 1% fetal bovine serum), and at least $10^5$ PBMCs were surface-stained with mAbs in the darkness at room temperature. Intracellular staining for Ki67 and Bcl-2 was carried out based on the protocol provided by manufacturer (BD Biosciences). Briefly, surface-stained cells were permeabilized/ixed with Perm/Fixation buffer (BD Biosciences) for 45 minutes on ice. Cells were stained with mAb specific for Ki67 and Bcl-2 at 4°C for 30 minutes. Cells were resuspended in FACS buffer and analyzed using LSR II polychromatic flow cytometry. Data analysis was performed using FlowJo software (Tree Star, San Carlos, CA).

Allogeneic Stimulation and Viral Peptide and Protein Stimulation

Blood samples were collected from patients prior to transplantation and at 12, 18, 24, and 36 months post-transplantation. PBMCs were isolated from fresh blood by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation according to the manufacturer’s protocol (BD Biosciences). Cells were diluted with frozen medium (FBS containing 10% DMSO) at $10 \times 10^6$ cells/ml followed by step-down frozen in Nalgene™ 1°C Frizzling container (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL) in -80°C freezer for 24 hours. Cells were then stored at -140°C. To ensure the quality of cryopreserved cells for functional assays, PBMCs from normal healthy volunteers or patients were randomly selected and assessed by trypan blue assay every three months, and the viability of cells after cryopreservation was 88 – 90 ± 2%.

T cell–mediated responses to specific allo-donors or HLA-mismatched third-party donors were evaluated using the method described previously (8, 10, 19). Briefly, recipient’s PBMCs were exposed to irradiated allo-stimulator PBMCs isolated from specific donors and HLA-mismatched third-party donors. Stimulators were depleted of CD3$^+$ cells with magnetic CD3 MicroBeads and LS magnetic columns according to manufacturer’s instruction (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA). $2.5 \times 10^5$ responder PBMCs were incubated with $2.5 \times 10^5$ irradiated stimulators containing 1 μl/ml GolgiPlug at 37°C for 12 hours.

CMV- and EBV-specific memory T cell responses in patients before and after transplantation were investigated using the method described previously (10). Seropositivity for CMV and EBV was established before transplantation based on viral-IgG reactivity as determined by the Emory University clinical pathology lab. Frozen PBMCs from transplant patients were thawed and washed with RPMI-1640 medium containing 5% FBS, and then diluted with T cell culture medium followed by incubation at 37°C for 6 hours. Normal control PBMCs were isolated from CMV- and EBV-seropositive healthy volunteers for use as internal controls for the viral stimulation assay. Cells were washed and diluted to $10^6$ cells/ml with RPMI-1640 medium containing 10% FBS. $2.5 \times 10^5$ cells were stimulated by 1.75 μg/ml of CMV pp65 peptides or EBV protein with 1 μl/ml of GolgiPlug at 37°C for 12 hours.

Intracellular Cytokine Staining (ICCS)

Cells were collected after 12-hour stimulation by allogeneic donor PBMCs and viral antigens, and then surface-stained with mAb at room temperature for 15 minutes followed by permeabilization and fixation with Cytofix/Cytoperm for 45 minutes on ice. ICCS with
mAb directed to TNF-α, IFN-γ, and IL-2 was performed at 4°C for 30 minutes after final wash with Perm/Wash buffer. Cells were washed once with washing buffer and analyzed using polychromatic flow cytometry (BD Biosciences LSR II), and the analysis of data was performed using FlowJo software.

**CFSE-Based Lymphocyte Proliferation Assay**

To assess the allo-responding T cell proliferation before and after transplantation, a CFSE-based one-way mixed lymphocyte reaction was performed using the method described previously (8, 10-21). Briefly, 2.5 × 10⁵ CFSE-labeled responder PBMCs were incubated with 2.5 × 10⁵ irradiated allo-stimulators in RPMI-1640 medium containing 10% FBS at 37°C for 5 days. Cells were collected and washed with FACS buffer, and then surface-stained with mAb directed to CD3, CD4, CD8, and CD28 at room temperature for 15 minutes. Cells were washed and analyzed acquisition with LSR II polychromatic flow cytometry.

**Measurement of Serum BAFF and APRIL**

To determine the serum levels of BAFF and APRIL during B cell repopulation after alemtuzumab induction, a standard ELISA was performed on serial serum samples in duplicate using human BAFF ELISA kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN), and human APRIL ELISA kit (Biolegend, San Diego, CA) according to the protocol provided by manufacturers.

**Statistical Analysis**

One-way ANOVA with post testing for linear trend was performed to compare variables between pre- and post-transplantation. Unpaired t test was performed to determine the statistical significance between standard care patients and patients treated with alemtuzumab induction and belatacept/rapamycin maintenance regimen. A p value of less than 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

**Results**

**Profound depletion of lymphocytes by alemtuzumab induction followed by rapid B cell and delayed T cell repopulation**

T cell reconstitution following alemtuzumab-mediated depletion under the cover of belatacept-based therapy has not been previously described. We therefore longitudinally analyzed alemtuzumab-induced peripheral blood lymphocyte depletion and repopulation in the context of belatacept and sirolimus. As shown in Figure 1, peripheral T (CD3⁺) and B (CD20⁺) lymphocytes were substantially depleted immediately after alemtuzumab induction consistent with previous reports (11-13, 18). Absolute CD8⁺ cell counts returned slowly to baseline at 18 months post-depletion. CD4⁺ cells failed to return to baseline within three years. In contrast to T cells, a B cell reconstitution was relatively rapid, with absolute B cell counts reaching and then surpassing baseline counts at 6 months, remaining so through month 36. Absolute counts for granulocytes were not markedly decreased by depletion induction. Significant depletion of CD16⁺CD56⁺ cells was noted with reconstitution by 6
months post-depletion. Monocyte absolute counts were only transiently reduced in the first month post-depletion.

**Homeostatic proliferation and activation of both CD4+ and CD8+ T\textsubscript{Naïve} cells versus T\textsubscript{EM} cells**

Lymphocyte activation status was markedly altered during repopulation. CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation was measured longitudinally by assessing intracellular Ki67 expression, a nuclear protein involved in cell proliferation [22]. As shown in Figure 2A, homeostatic T cell proliferation (both CD4+ and CD8+ cells) persisted through and beyond 6 months post-depletion. Patients treated with the study regimen were found to have a significantly higher frequency of Ki67-expressing T cells than patients treated with nondepleting standard care immunosuppression at similar time points. The lymphoproliferative burst post-depletion occurred predominantly in the T\textsubscript{Naïve} subset and waned as lymphocyte counts approached baseline. As such, Ki67 defined the period of homeostatic T cell proliferation.

Human T cells can be segregated into four distinct subsets based on the surface expression of CD197 (CCR7) and CD45RA [23]: central memory (T\textsubscript{CM}, CD45RA\textsuperscript{-}CD197\textsuperscript{+}), naïve (T\textsubscript{Naïve}, CD45RA\textsuperscript{+}CD197\textsuperscript{+}), terminally differential effector memory (T\textsubscript{EMRA}, CD45RA\textsuperscript{-}CD197\textsuperscript{-}), and effector memory (T\textsubscript{EM}, CD45RA\textsuperscript{+}CD197\textsuperscript{-}). The memory phenotype of Ki67\textsuperscript{+}Bcl-2\textsuperscript{+} expressing T cells was assessed based on the expression of CD45RA and CD197. In both CD4+ and CD8+ subsets, T\textsubscript{Naïve} populations expressed both Ki67 and the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 (indicative of both proliferation and a survival advantage) to a significantly higher degree compared to T\textsubscript{EM} cells (Figure 2B). Contrary to prior evidence from murine models, T cell homeostatic proliferation did not derive solely from cells exhibiting a memory T cell phenotype (CCR7 negative, CD45RA negative), which has been described as an effector pseudomemory phenotype [24-25], but rather activation, as determined by upregulation of surface CD69 and CD38/HLA-DR expression, was disproportionately evident in the naïve compartment. Indeed, the effector pseudomemory phenotype is resistant to depletion and costimulation blockade, and the ABR may prevent this phenotype from prevailing after depletional induction.

An increased frequency of CD4+ and CD8+ cell activation was observed for approximately 3 months post-depletion (Figure 2C). Memory subset characterization demonstrated a significant increase in activation of the T\textsubscript{Naïve} compartment with concomitant reduction in the T\textsubscript{EM} compartment throughout the study period. At the end of the study period, this distribution remained predominated by T\textsubscript{Naïve} cells as the overall activation markers return to baseline (Figure 2D).

**Homeostatic reconstitution with belatacept and rapamycin therapy produces CD8+ T\textsubscript{EM} and T\textsubscript{Naïve} frequencies favorable to costimulation blockade**

Memory and naïve CD4+ cell ratios did not change significantly post-transplantation and throughout the study period (p ≥0.05, Figure 3A), although this observation may be due to low overall CD4+ counts. In contrast, repopulating CD8+ cells demonstrated a significant increase of T\textsubscript{Naïve} cell frequency (p ≤0.0001) with a significant decrease of T\textsubscript{EM} and T\textsubscript{EMRA} cell frequency (p ≤0.05) when compared with baseline proportions (Figure 3A). These
reconstituting T cells, particularly CD8+ T cells, contained a significantly higher frequency of naïve cells and a significantly lower frequency of effector memory cells when compared with patients treated with a standard regimen (Figure 3B).

**Enrichment of CD8+ T cells with a costimulation sensitive phenotype during reconstitution**

Previous studies have established that CD2hiCD28- T cells are resistant to B7 costimulation blockade (8, 26). We therefore examined how this regimen modulated CD28 expression. As shown in Figure 4A, CD4+ cells expression of CD28 was not significantly changed over the course of the study. CD8+CD28- T cell percentages were substantially more dynamic, transiently increasing in the first 2 months and decreasing thereafter. We further characterized both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells into four distinct subsets by CD2 and CD28 expression: CD2hiCD28-, CD2hiCD28+, CD2loCD28+, and CD2loCD28- (Figure 4B); CD4+ cells were predominantly comprised of CD2loCD28+ cells prior to depletion and did not have appreciable change post-depletion. In contrast, reconstituting CD8+ cells demonstrated a significant inversion of the CD2loCD28+ to CD2hiCD28- T cell ratios when compared to baseline (p ≤ 0.001) and standard regimen controls (Figure 4B, p ≤ 0.001). The CD2loCD28+ subset was further defined by memory phenotype based on surface CD45RA and CD197 expression (Figure 4C) which demonstrated that reconstitution of CD8+CD2loCD28+ cells significantly enriched the T naïve cell compartment over time when compared with baseline (p ≤ 0.001). The frequency of CD2loCD28+ TEM cells increased transiently followed by a dramatic reduction to below baseline at 6 months post-depletion (p ≤ 0.001).

**Rapid B cell reconstitution leading to a predominantly naïve and regulatory B cell phenotype**

We observed a transient depletion and rapid repopulation of B cells following alemtuzumab induction without the development of donor-specific alloantibody in patients on the study regimen. To further study this phenomenon, we characterized repopulating B cells using both the CD19/CD27/IgD (27) and Bm1 through Bm5 classification systems (28-29) defining naïve and memory B cells.

Human CD19+ B cells were segregated into four subsets based on CD27 and IgD expression: switched memory (CD27+IgD-), un-switched memory (CD27+IgD+), naïve (CD27-IgD+), and exhausted memory (CD27-IgD-) (Figure 5A). The first month after depletion was marked by a significant but transient decrease in the frequency of naïve B cells, with memory subsets trending toward an increased frequency (Figure 5B). However, the frequencies of all memory subsets significantly decreased below baseline after the first month, with a reciprocal significant increase of naïve B cells that remained consistently higher than the pre-depletion baseline through the end of the study period. All memory B cell subsets were decrease relative to non-depletional controls, and naïve subsets were reciprocally increased (Figure 5C), indicating a unique B cell phenotype induced by this study regimen.

CD19+ B cells were divided into Bm1 to Bm5 subsets to further define peripheral blood B cell developmental stages. As shown in Figure 5D, patients treated with the ABR regimen
displayed rapid repopulation of the naïve Bm2 subset within 2 months post-depletion, exceeding baseline from month 5 to the study endpoint. The frequency of the Bm1 subpopulation consisting of naïve and some memory cells \(^{(29)}\) decreased transiently but returned to baseline 12 months after depletion. The presence of CD24\(^{hi}\) and CD38\(^{hi}\) regulatory B cells increased significantly between 2 and 6 months. This subset was negative for CD27 expression (data not shown). The germinal center Bm3+4 subsets demonstrated transient increases within the first month post-depletion with repopulation to baseline thereafter. B cell maturational arrest was evident as reconstitution of CD38\(^{+}\) IgD\(^{-}\) (Bm5 early) and CD38\(^{-}\) IgD\(^{-}\) (Bm5 late) memory B cell subsets was essentially arrested 2 months post-depletion and did not return to baseline. Significantly higher percentages of Bm2 and Bm2\(^{+}\) subsets and significantly lower percentages of Bm1, Bm5 early, and Bm5 late subsets were observed in our study regimen patients compared to control patients (Figure 5E). A limitation of these studies is the access only to peripheral B cells, the development and differentiation of B cells within lymph node, spleen, and bone marrow is still unclear in these patients.

Previous studies have demonstrated that B cell activating factor (BAFF) and a proliferation-induced ligand (APRIL) play critical roles in regulating and enhancing B cell maturation, survival, activation, and proliferation \(^{(30)}\). As shown in Figure 5F, serum BAFF concentrations were significantly elevated in the first year post-depletion, returning to baseline thereafter. Serum APRIL concentrations increased consistently post-depletion and did not return to baseline by 36 months.

**Development of allo-specific hyporesponsiveness with intact viral-specific effector memory T cell responses**

We have thus demonstrated that alemtuzumab depletion with belatacept costimulation blockade and rapamycin induces and maintains a predominantly naïve T and B cell phenotype. As this naïveté manifests in the activating and proliferating T cell populations, we therefore sought to assess the functional capacity of the persisting T cell repertoires toward allo- and viral antigens. PBMCs were stimulated with CD3-depleted PBMCs from either the original kidney donors, HLA-mismatched third-party allo-donors, CMV-pp65 peptides, or EBV proteins and interrogated by intracellular cytokine staining (ICCS).

Previous studies have demonstrated that multi-cytokine producing T cells respond more vigorously to specific antigens when compared with single-cytokine producers \(^{(8, 10, 31-32)}\). We therefore applied the definition of a TNF-\(\alpha\)/IFN-\(\gamma\)/IL-2 triple cytokine producing T cell as a significant responder to antigen stimulation. To define memory triple-cytokine producers, activated CD4\(^{+}\) and CD8\(^{+}\) T cells were again delineated into memory and naïve subsets based on their surface expression of CD197 and CD45RA.

Prior to depletion and kidney transplantation, TNF-\(\alpha\)/IFN-\(\gamma\)/IL-2 triple cytokine producers were found in both CD4\(^{+}\) and CD8\(^{+}\) cells after stimulation by donor specific and third-party cells (Figure 6A). Additionally, pre-depletion triple cytokine producers were predominantly CD4\(^{+}\) and CD8\(^{+}\) T\(_{EM}\) cells prior to transplantation respectively (data not shown). The allo-specific CD4\(^{+}\) triple cytokine producers decreased after transplantation without reaching statistical significance; however, the frequency of allo-specific CD8\(^{+}\) triple cytokine
producers was significantly reduced (p ≤ 0.01). In contrast, responders to HLA-mismatched third-party donors remained unchanged post-transplantation when compared with baseline, suggesting this study regimen induced highly allo-specific hyporesponsiveness without a generalized effect. Indeed, patients in this cohort also demonstrated the lack of allo-donor specific antibody formation during belatacept-based therapy, as recently reported (18).

Our recently reported clinical observations have suggested that viral-specific protective immunity was not impaired, as readmissions for opportunistic infection were rare, with CMV and EBV viremia being absent or barely detectable with spontaneous resolution shortly after transplant (18). We therefore assessed PBMC responses to viral peptides or proteins to detect functional responses of viral-specific T cells. As shown in Figure 6B, patients treated with the study regimen demonstrated intact CMV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses as determined by the frequency of triple cytokine producers when compared to baseline. These CMV-reactive CD4+ and CD8+ triple cytokine producers were predominantly T_EM cells (data not shown). Similarly, the EBV-responding CD8+ triple cytokine producers remained unchanged after depletion and transplantation with a predominantly T_EM phenotype (data not shown). Thus, while the repertoire was skewed toward a naïve phenotype during repopulation, the pre-existing viral specific memory within the repertoire was not.

We have previously defined that the major subset responsible for rejection in the setting of costimulation blockade is the CD2hiCD28- T cell (8, 17). We therefore assessed CD28 expression on allo- and viral TNF-α/IFN-γ dual cytokine producers. As shown in Figure 6C, we observed a significant increase in the ratio of CD8+CD28+ to CD8+CD28- dual cytokine producers (p ≤0.026) post-transplantation. In contrast, CD28 expression on CD4+ dual cytokine producers after stimulation by donor cells remained unchanged. The CD28 expression on both CD4+ and CD8+ dual cytokine producers after CMV-pp65 peptide stimulation did not demonstrate significant changes. Furthermore, EBV-responding CD8+ dual cytokine producers were evenly divided between CD28+ and CD28-, and no significant changes were observed for CD28 expression on these EBV-specific T cells post-transplantation (Figure 6C). Thus, the ABR regimen induces an allo-specific modulation of CD28 expression, resulting in a favorable reduction of costimulation-resistant allo-specific CD8+CD28- T cells without affecting anti-viral responders, suggesting that the changes in the CD28 repertoire are alloantigen-specific.

**Normal proliferative responses of naïve T cells post-depletion**

The proliferative responses of both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were assessed by a CFSE-based proliferation assay to observe the effects of antigen-specific memory T cells as well as de novo priming of a large fraction of naïve T cells. Strong proliferative responses of PBMCs from patients were detected after stimulation with positive control CD3CD28 beads. Proliferation of recipient PBMCs to donor specific and third-party antigens were not significantly altered post-transplantation when compared to baseline (Figure 7A). Furthermore, these proliferating CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were predominantly CD28 expressing cells, which are mechanistically favorable for belatacept’s efficacy (Figure 7B). Thus, although the effector functions of T cells, as measured by cytokine production, were
impaired in a donor-specific manner, the proliferative responses were not. However, as all proliferating cells were all CD28+, they were controllable with belatacept. Therefore, the ABT regimen does not prevent the repopulation of cells with alloreactivity, but rather facilitates a situation in which repopulating cells can be controlled by CD28 B7 blockade.

Discussion

We have recently reported that a regimen consisting of pretransplant alemtuzumab induction followed by a belatacept and rapamycin maintenance effectively prevents acute allograft rejection and enables some patients with low immunological risk to be weaned from rapamycin and maintain excellent graft function with belatacept monotherapy. The success of this regimen prompted our investigation into the phenotypic and functional T and B cell profiles of these patients. In this study, we have examined the period of homeostatic repopulation, as this period has been suggested as a period ripe with opportunity to alter the immune repertoire, but also one in which homeostatic activation could foster costimulation resistance. We find that while standard non-depletional immunosuppressive regimens lead to a relatively static immune repertoire, that a depletional regimen combined with belatacept and rapamycin allows for substantial repertoire change, and that these changes appear to favor costimulation blockade-based therapy both mechanistically and clinically. Several aspects of this analysis deserve comment.

Ki67 is a surface marker long known to identify proliferating cells, including allograft-infiltrating memory T cells during acute and chronic allograft rejection, and human viral-specific memory T cells immunization. In this study we have shown this to be a reliable marker of homeostatic activation, as it rises during periods of lymphocyte accumulation, and coincides with markers of activation including CD69, HLA-DR and CD38. Ki67/Bcl-2 dual expressing cells are rare pre-depletion, and largely limited to activated memory T cells. However, following depletion we observed a dramatic shift of expression from memory to naïve that persisted throughout reconstitution. Furthermore, these repopulating naïve cells expressed CD28 and therefore were susceptible to costimulation blockade, supporting this as a mechanism for the efficacy of this regimen. Practically, this introduces a method to formally assess the dynamic period of post-depletional repopulation, and we would suggest that Ki67 measurement be considered as a mechanistic adjunct to studies involving vigorous induction therapy, particularly when subsequent immunosuppressive minimization is concerned. As relates to this particular regimen, the increase in CD28 expression observed appears to derive from proliferating naïve T cells. While we have shown that terminally differentiated T cells are immediately resistant to antibody mediated T cell depletion, the resulting repertoire likely derives from cells without antigen experience. This clearly favors subsequent use of costimulation-based therapies. While it may be contradistinction to use the data of analyzing recipients treated with non-depletional induction immunotherapy as controls for alemtuzumab induction, the further investigation is needed to compare ABR approach with depletional induction followed by standard immunosuppression.

The antigen specificity of this effect is noteworthy. General alloreactivity was not decreased in the reconstituted repertoire, but a substantial (though incomplete) reduction in donor
specific reactivity was seen, suggesting that the presence of donor antigen during repopulation is an important element in reducing the number of donor specific T cells. Whether this effect is unique to the ABR regimen, or a characteristic of post-depletional repopulation in general, will require specific comparative study. However, it is important to note that pre-existing viral-specific memory was left intact. This is important to consider in that heterologous reactivity between viral and allo-specific T cells has been a major concern as a barrier to costimulation blockade (9, 38-40).

Previous experimental costimulation studies have showed that allospecific effector memory cells can be eliminated via activation induced cell death, particularly when mTOR inhibition is used as adjuvant therapy (14, 41). Based on recent studies, we have demonstrated that the vast majority of allospecific T cells, specifically those resulting from heterologous cross reactivity, mount low quality or incomplete responses relative to cells responding to cognate viral antigen. We thus propose that the effects described herein reflect a hierarchy of response to the regimen, with low affinity or poorly developed memory, that typified by cross-alloreactive cells, being poorly suited to survive or evade activation induced cell death, while more developed cells resulting from an explicit response to viral antigens have a greater capacity to avoid mechanisms of peripheral deletion. Indeed, mTOR inhibition has been shown to facilitate viral-responsive TEM cell differentiation (42-43). Teleological, this would be advantageous in periods of viral-induced lymphopenia, and as allospecific cross-reactivity lacks the affinity of a matured viral response, this difference in affinity may be exploited to prune allospecific clones without impairing viral memory. The current study only included non-sensitized recipients of living donor transplants and excluded transplants between donors with seropositive for CMV and seronegative recipients. In this vein, ABR approach would be expected to perform poorly in the face of an explicitly pre-sensitized individual, but appears to handle heterologous reactions or those derived from homeostatic activation well.

The role of B cells in allograft fate has extended beyond a discussion of antibody and increasingly been recognized to be relevant in T cell-mediated rejection, perhaps though antigen presenting functions. This has been accentuated by reports associating a signature of B cell maturational arrest and accumulation of transitional B cells, with tolerance. Certainly, the ABR regimen controlled alloantibody formation (18), distinguishing this from other alemtuzumab-based regimens (44-45). Beyond this, and consistent with reports from previous investigators, we observed that recovery from transient B cell depletion promoted the accumulation of regulatory/transitional-like B cell subsets. This unique signature correlated with stable allograft function and immune tolerance in renal transplant patients (18, 46-47). B cell compartments dramatically skewed toward the naïve phenotype with significantly fewer differentiated memory B cell subsets, and the repopulating naïve subset arrested in the maturation process as they exceed the baseline over the 36-month course of the study with minimal repopulation of the Bm5 compartment. Other pro-regulatory effects were also seen, including increasing CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ regulatory T cells, CD3+Vδ1+ T cells, and CD27-CD38+IgDhi transitional/regulatory B cells (18). Indeed, these repopulating naïve B cells may enhance the expansion of FoxP3+regulatory T cells during early T cell reconstitution as suggested by previous studies (48-49), which may suggest an additional mechanistic benefit of this immunosuppression regimen.
BAFF and APRIL, as members of TNF ligand superfamily, are regulated by consumption, and play critical roles in regulating and enhancing B cell maturation, survival, activation and proliferation (30). Previous studies have demonstrated that an increased BAFF level directly correlates with the risk of alloantibody-mediated acute rejection in patients who received alemtuzumab induction and rapamycin monotherapy (50) as well as the patients who underwent antibody incompatible renal transplantation without depletional induction (51).

However, we demonstrate that an elevated BAFF level with a rapid repopulation of naïve but not memory B cells in the context of belatacept therapy supports this agent’s effectiveness in abrogating the production of donor specific antibodies. These findings are supported by previous preclinical studies demonstrating the inhibitory effects of belatacept-based regimen in preventing de novo donor-specific antibody in nonhuman primate allotransplantation (19-20). We also find that APRIL levels remain elevated throughout the study timeframe. As this appears to correlate with the rapid and consistent elevation of naïve B cells, it may suggest that APRIL plays a role in promoting and/or maintaining naïve B cell expansion post-alemtuzumab induction.

Taken together, these data characterize the dynamics and functional responses of lymphocytes during homeostatic reconstitution in the context of kidney transplantation using a novel immunosuppressive regimen of alemtuzumab depletion with belatacept and rapamycin maintenance. These stark changes do not appear to occur under standard non-depletional conditions, but which aspects of the current regimen are vital for the effect remains undefined by this initial experience. Nevertheless, these findings speak to a mechanistic explanation for the salutary effects of the ABR regimen, and provide useful insights that will help guide the development of subsequent costimulation-blockade trials.
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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>Alemtuzumab, Belatacept, Rapamycin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNIs</td>
<td>calcineurin inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mAb</td>
<td>monoclonal antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBMCs</td>
<td>peripheral blood mononuclear cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T naïve</td>
<td>naïve T cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T C</td>
<td>central memory T cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T EM</td>
<td>effector memory T cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T EMRA</td>
<td>terminally differential effector memory T cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMV</td>
<td>cytomegalovirus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBV</td>
<td>Epstein-Barr virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCS</td>
<td>intracellular cytokine staining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>tumor necrosis factor alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-γ</td>
<td>interferon gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>phosphate-buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBS</td>
<td>fetal bovine serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSE</td>
<td>carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLR</td>
<td>mixed lymphocyte reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAFF</td>
<td>B cell activating factor of the FNF family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBMCs, APRIL</td>
<td>a proliferation-inducing ligand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Repopulation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells after renal allograft transplantation

The absolute cell counts and subsets were analyzed by polychromatic flow cytometry. Leukocytes and granulocyte absolute numbers remain unchanged post-transplantation. Monocyte absolute counts decrease transiently within first month post-transplantation. In contrast, profound T cell (CD3⁺) and B cell (CD3⁻CD20⁺) depletion is achieved following alemtuzumab induction. T cell repopulation remained lethargic; however, B cells show rapid repopulation, with absolute numbers exceeding baseline values at 6 months post-transplantation. (*p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001)
Figure 2. Post-depletional homeostatic proliferation and activation of CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) cells after renal allograft transplantation

(A) The dynamics of homeostatic proliferation for both CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) cells post-alemtuzumab induction. Significantly higher percentages of Ki-67-expressing cells are seen in belatacept/rapamycin maintenance when compared with the standard care controls. (B) CD4\(^+\) Ki-67\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) Ki-67\(^+\) cells which express the anti-apoptosis marker Bcl-2 are segregated by CD45RA and CD197 expression to determine naïve versus memory phenotypes. After depletion, both CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) Ki-67\(^+\)Bcl-2\(^+\) double positive cells are more pronounced in the T\(_{\text{Naive}}\) population compared to baseline, with the reverse phenomenon observed in the T\(_{\text{EM}}\) population. (C) The activation of T cells post-depletion is detected by up-regulation of CD69 and CD38/HLA-DR expression. Significant up-regulation for CD69 and CD38/HLA-DR is seen during early phase of both CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cell repopulation when compared with baseline. (D) CD69 and CD38/HLA-DR expressing cells are subdivided to memory and naïve subsets based on CD45RA and CD197 expression. T\(_{\text{Naive}}\) cells demonstrated a higher frequency of activation post-depletion, with decreased activation frequency in T\(_{\text{EM}}\) cells. (*p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001)
Figure 3. Dynamics of repopulating T cell subsets post-transplantation
(A) CD4+ T cells to increase frequency of TNaive cells and reduce the frequency of TEM cells during repopulation; however, this did not reach statistical significance when compared with baseline proportions. In contrast, CD8+ reconstitution contained increased in TNaive and decreased in TEM and TEMRA cell percentages. (B) Patients treated with alemtuzumab induction followed by belatacept/rapamycin maintenance regimen show significantly higher percentages of TNaive cells in both CD4+ and CD8+ compartments, with a significantly lower frequency of CD8+ TEM cells when compared with a cohort treated with basiliximab induction and standard care maintenance regimen. (*p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001)
Figure 4. Dynamics and memory phenotypes of CD28 expressing T cells during post-depletion repopulation

(A) Ratio of CD28 expression among repopulating CD4+ and CD8+ cells. The CD8+CD28- cells show a transient increase in frequency above the baseline within first two months. There is no change in frequency of CD28 expression observed in repopulating CD4+ cells.

(B) CD8+ cells are segregated by CD2 and CD28 expression, demonstrating a significant reduction of CD8+CD2hiCD28- frequency with a concomitant increase in CD8+CD2loCD28+ frequency when compared and a standard care control group. (C) The CD8+CD2loCD28+ cells are subdivided based on CD45RA and CD197 expression, with a reduction in TEM frequency and increase in T_Naive frequency during reconstitution of the T cell population. (*p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001)
Figure 5. **B cell repopulation and dynamic changes of phenotypes post-depletion**

(A) Representative dot plots of gating on singlet of CD19+ B cells are segregated by the expression of CD27 and IgD into switched memory (CD27+IgD−), un-switched memory (CD27+IgD+), naive (CD27−IgD+), and exhausted memory (CD27−IgD−) subsets. (B) Frequencies over time of memory and naïve B cells showing rapid repopulation of naïve cells compared to memory subsets post–alemtuzumab induction. (C) Comparisons of B cell subsets between patients receiving alemtuzumab induction followed by belatacept/rapamycin maintenance and patients with standard care immunosuppression. (D) CD19+ naïve and memory B cell subsets are defined by Bm1–Bm5 Classification based on CD38/IgD expression showing rapid repopulation of naïve Bm-2 subset. (E) Comparisons of B cell subsets defined by Bm1–Bm5 classification between study immunosuppression and standard care immunosuppression. (F) Serum BAFF and APRIL concentrations before and after transplantation measured by ELISA. (*p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001)
Figure 6. Intracellular cytokine production and CD28 expression by allo- and viral-reactive $T_{EM}$ cells

(A) PBMCs collected from patients are stimulated with CD3-depleted donor and third-party PBMCs followed by ICCS. Activating allo-specific CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ T cells are identified as TNF-$\alpha$/IFN-$\gamma$ dual producers, and the IL-2/TNF-$\alpha$/IFN-$\gamma$ triple producers are determined by gating on dual cytokine producers. Representative results from one individual are shown in top panel. The frequency of CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ triple producers in response to donor-specific antigens is decreased within 36 months after renal transplantation with this novel regimen. In contrast, T cell responses to HLA-mismatched third-party remain intact. (B) PBMCs from study patients are stimulated with CMV-pp65 peptides followed by ICCS to detect IL-2, TNF-$\alpha$, and IFN-$\gamma$. Representative results from one individual are shown in top panel. Activation of CMV-specific is defined as triple cytokine producers, and both CMV-specific CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ T cell responses remain intact within 36 months post-transplantation. Activation of EBV-specific CD8$^+$ T cells remains unchanged through the timeframe of the study with consistent phenotypes of IL-2/TNF-$\alpha$/IFN-$\gamma$ triple producers following stimulation with EBV proteins. (C) TNF-$\alpha$ and IFN-$\gamma$ dual producers after allo- and viral-stimulation are segregated into CD28$^+$ and CD28$^-$ subsets. The frequency of CD8$^+$CD28$^+$ subset in allo-specific responders reduced significantly ($p \leq 0.0261$) with an expected significant increase of the CD8$^+$CD28$^-$ subset ($p \leq 0.0261$) within 36 months post-transplantation. In contrast, CD28 expression on viral-specific T cells after viral-stimulation...
remains unchanged post-depletion and transplant. The CD28 expression on CD4^+ allo-
responding cells remains unchanged post-depletion and transplant.
Figure 7. Proliferative responses of allo-responding T cells posttransplantation
(A) CFSE-labeled responder PBMCs stimulated by donor and third-party cells and CD3/CD28 beads are analyzed for proliferation after 5 days through assessment of CFSE dilution. The proliferative responses to both specific donor and third-party allo-stimulation post-transplantation are comparable to baseline throughout the study period and predominated by CD28+ cells (B).